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Abstract:  

The role media plays to formulate, influence and consequently mould the general public 

perception concerning numerous problems is unexampled. There square measure serious 

implications for each the media and therefore the youth during a society more and more 

influenced and managed through the news channels. The profound impact of reports channels 

on Asian country society has been a motivating subject of analysis within the recent past. 

However, the impact of recent found freedom of expression within the face of censorship and 

different suggests that of management on media qualifies more in-depth analysis. This study 

focuses on the impact of media, particularly news channels on the youth in India. Two groups 

were separately studied: One who watched news channels daily and the other who watched 

headlines of news channels on weekends only. The convenient sampling method was adopted. 

The samples included cohorts of both the genders aging 25-35 age group. Semi-structured 

interviews were conducted to investigate their experiences of being affected by watching 

news channels on daily basis, and headlines on weekends, separately. 

One function of the mass media is to provide the public with news on the discovery, tracking 

and prosecution of criminal offenses. In this paper, we discuss the effects such reporting may 

have on their audiences' fear of crime. We begin with a brief survey of theories dealing with 

the relation between news and crime reports. It is of interest to observe that in the literature 

one finds references to a positive relationship (increase of fear), to a negative relationship 

(reduction of fear) and to claims that no relationship exists at all (No effects). Our theoretical 

survey leads us to formulate five hypotheses, each of which will be tested experimentally. In 

closing we offer a summary of the more important test results and of the conclusions derived 

from them. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Technological advances created throughout the 20th century have resulted in important 

increases within the immediacy and graphic nature of T.V coverage of current events. This is 

particularly apparent throughout moments of crisis or conflict. Nowadays the globe is 

understood as a worldwide village wherever data is definitely accessible by all. At the present 

moment, Media is taken into account because the fourth pillar of a state throughout the world. 

However, with this growing significance additionally comes larger responsibility on media. 

Media plays an important role in providing data, education and recreation to the plenty.  

 

NEGATIVE COVERAGE  IMPACT: 

Indoctrination fears and insecurities refers to any or all styles of violence: killing, beating, 

psychological harassment, molestation. worry and insecurities are vulnerable by coverage of 

abuse, substance abuse, traffic accidents, disasters, failures, abuses associated with product 

quality, prices, end dates, monetary and document crimes etc. together with those committed 

by “white collars”, political and economic influence abuse, negative expectations of 

specialists, experts, announcements regarding bankruptcy etc. the list of topics ennobling 

worry and insecurity is long so. 

 

WHAT IS THE WORKING OF NEWS MEDIA? 

News media works in two-fold manner: 

1. Media organizations are working as subsidiaries of large businesses; they work for profit 

Maximization for these businesses 

2. Media works for fulfilling the demands and requirements of general audience. Today 

media`s role has become extremely crucial with so many disasters and catastrophes affecting 

world adversely including terrorists’ attacks, natural adversity, fire outbreaks, political and 

many more. Considering the fact that they have an immense power to influence the masses, 

media faces aggressive competition to become more popular and economical. Disrespect for 

the sentiments and ethics of the people`s, biasness towards certain political parties, live 

coverage of violent scenes, exaggeration of events and repeated breaking news have become 

a norm to follow for every news channel (2007). 
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Effects of Negative Coverage of News Channels: Statistical Study by Different 

Philosophers  

 

As a proven fact, human psychology gets disturbed with atypical acts, happenings and 

sayings. Even for a person who is not at all involved in the event being viewed, watching 

violent or stressful coverage on television has negative psychological effects. Unambiguous 

evidence has revealed that aggressive and sadistic behaviour is likely to increase due to media 

exposure and would result in both immediate and long term effects (By:Garrison 2010).  

News-specific studies suggest that news bulletins edited to display negative material 

increased both anxiety and sad mood in viewers, who were also more likely to catastrophes 

personal worries after the viewing than those shown clips edited to display positive material 

(Johnston & Davey, 1997). 

Other studies suggest that cognitive, emotional, and personality factors also moderate the 

relationships between news media exposure and stress responses. For example, one study of 

levels of news media exposure, stress levels, irrational beliefs, optimism-pessimism, anxiety, 

and depression suggested that news media exposure and anxiety were positively related in 

those with low levels of irrationality and that news media exposure was associated with trait 

anxiety in those with low levels of optimism (By:McNaughton-Cassill, 2001). 

 

Experimental evidence suggests that temporary changes in mood or affect can be provoked 

by television viewing and that illustrative images can bring out alike emotional and 

physiological effects as real experience to certain extend (By:Gilligan, 1978). 

A study done on National Television Violence reports that viewing aggression and hostility 

on television can cause learning of aggressive behaviours, desensitization to violence and fear 

of being persecuted by violence. A study by University of Haifa has suggested that watching 

TV coverage of terrorist proceedings can lead to deterioration of psychological resources, 

such as commitment and a sense of success (By:Resnick & Vlahov, 2004).  

Hearing about events; knowing others who have been victimized – these are thought to raise 

perceptions of the risk of victimization. This has been described as a 'crime multiplier', or 

processes operating in the residential environment that would 'spread' the impacts of criminal 

events (By:Taylor, 1986). 

Public perceptions of the risk of crime are no doubt also strongly shaped by mass media 

coverage. Individuals pick up from media and interpersonal communication circulating 

images of the criminal event - the perpetrators, victims, motive, and representations of 
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consequential, uncontrollable, and sensational crimes. The notion of 'stimulus similarity' may 

be key: if the reader of a newspaper identifies with the described victim, or feels that their 

own neighbourhood bears resemblance to the one described, then the image of risk may be 

taken up, personalized and translated into personal safety concerns (By:Winkel & Vrij, 1990). 

With crime accounting for up to 25 per cent of news coverage, the quality and angle of the 

coverage becomes an issue. The media displays violent crime disproportionately, whilst 

neglecting minor crimes. The reality is violent crime has been declining in the past 10 years. 

The 6profile of offenders in the media is distorted, causing misunderstanding of criminal 

offending (By:Ferraro, 1995). 

 

Methods Used for News Making and Broadcasting: 

Cultivation-theory, that has several adherents within the field of mass communication, 

includes in its inquiries the doable relation between worry of crime and crime news via the 

newspapers, radio and tv. Basically, the speculation states that bigger exposure to mass media 

reports on crime ends up in bigger worry. In support of this point to empirical research: 'the 

most important and revenant conclusion of our long-range study is that one correlate of TV 

viewing may be a heightened and unequal sense of danger and risk during a mean and stingy 

world. 'In this association Winkel (1987) distinguishes between two varieties of conditions: 

message conditions and receiver conditions. As it happens, each prompt solutions to the noted 

theoretical contradiction purpose North American country within the same direction: to 

answer the question concerning the links between exposure to mass media news and worry of 

crime we tend to must have recourse to scientific method. Use of the tactic precludes doubt 

relating to the causative direction in no matter connections could also be observed. Moreover, 

since it permits the research worker to introduce a limited variety of (independent) variables 

and to control these, the method promptly lends itself to analysis geared toward the 'given 

conditions' responsible for the varied effects. 

 

HYPOTHESES: 

We studied exposure to newspaper news on rape in relevancy fear of crime among feminine 

readers by suggests that of Associate in Nursing experiment. The experiment was designed so 

we tend to were ready to compare readers mutually and to check readers with non-readers. 

The theoretical considerations recounted on top of are often translated into four hypotheses:  
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1. Exposure to native news reporting on rape evokes in feminine readers, as compared to 

feminine non-readers (the management group), a lot of intense worry of crime, the next 

calculable victimization risk, Associate in nursing exacerbated perceived negative impact of 

victimization and a lot of agreement with preventive reactions to crime like dodging 

behaviour and mobilization. 

2. Exposure to non-local news within the on top of scenario ends up in downward comparison 

during a restricted sense solely, instead of to general downward comparison. Consequently, 

these readers won't categorical less worry of crime than non-readers will; they'll either not 

dissent from non-readers, or react to the news with a comparatively tiny increase of fear. 

Increased worry of crime during a general sense (including higher calculable victimization 

risk, perceived impact, etc.) occurs only in relation to fear of 'similar forms' of crime and does 

not arise in relation to fear of 'non-similar forms' of crime. 

3. General intensification of fear of crime in reaction to news reporting will occur only if the 

reader notes some similarity between her own environment and the neighbourhood described 

in the report; no increase of fear will ensue if no such resemblance is observed. 

4. Following Heath (1984) we hypothesize that the most intense fear of crime in a general 

sense is expressed by those who read about a local incident which is utterly random, that is, 

in which the rapist has reportedly chosen his victim purely by accident, without the slightest 

reason, no matter how trivial. The least degree of fear of crime is found in readers of a 

random incident which took place elsewhere, in an environment other than their own. 
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    Fig: Impact on Society(age:25-35) watches Daily                          Fig: Impact on Society(age:25-35) watches 

Weekly 

 

 

ANALYSIS: (Source BARC india 2018) 

People avoid news channels as a result of they complain that they unfold stress thanks to 

negative coverage. For news to be “big news”, there's want of big deviance from the 

traditional. Continually coverage on anomalies and aberrations produces stress. 

Hence, News channels square measure supply of stress. The most distinction between the 

results of each teams below this head is revealing. Those that watch news weekly designedly 

do thus. These individuals designedly avoid news channels as a result of them reported that 

these produce worry, sadness, despair, nightmare and worry of death. For the aim of 

maintaining peace in their life, they avoid to look at news channels and simply watch 

headlines on weekends for necessary data. As an interviewee declared “whenever I watched 

news channels I felt agitation and worry. Even I began to have worry of death and 

hopelessness concerning my life that’s why I don’t prefer to watch news channels as a result 
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of it’s a supply of stress and destroy peace in my life”. Hence, it will be aforesaid that news 

exposure and media turning away appear to be absolutely connected. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The study was done to check the impact of reports channels on youth. From the interviews, 

it's clear that news channels each negatively and absolutely have an effect on the perception 

of youth. These themes incontestable that however looking news channels on daily basis will 

cause nerve-racking experiences in one’s life. On the opposite aspect, looking headlines on 

weekends doesn't produce stressful experiences alongside no impact on personal life yet. 

 

LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

The sample size of the study is little. A study with an oversized sample size will be done and 

cultural variations may be taken into consideration to explore the impact of reports channels 

on youth as a result of it varies from culture to culture. Participants from others cities will be 

designated to generalize the results. 
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